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CHALLENGE ROTH 2020
T H E B U C KE T L I S T E X P E R I E N C E

THE TOUR
Challenge Roth is one of the most sought-after events in the
world. Entries to this iconic event sell out in minutes!
As part of Challenge Roth’s commitment to be an
international bucket-list race, entry slots have been
made available as part of an International tour package
that includes accommodation, event transfers, special
functions and specially-produced merchandise.
You will be treated like a VIP as we deliver the Challenge
Roth experience for you, your family and friends.

TOUR INCLUSIONS:
EXPERIENCED TOUR LEADERS:
You have personal support from experienced tour leaders who
care about every aspect of the tour, the travel and the event. Our
tour leaders have the expertise and local knowledge to assist you
with your needs throughout the tour.

GREAT ACCOMMODATION
We have a range of accommodation options to suit everyone in
Nuremberg and in Roth.

ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION
We provide round trip transportation from the Nuremberg OR
Munich airports to your hotel. Private transfers are available at
extra cost.

DAILY HOTEL FULL BREAKFASTS
You will enjoy daily hotel full breakfasts – hot and cold buffet
with a variety of options with an extra early breakfast on
race day.

CHALLENGE TOUR GIFTS

Challenge Tours Gifts including unique cap and performance
shirt.

EVENT TRANSFERS
We provide transfers from your hotel to an exclusive meet & greet with
Felix and the team at Challenge Roth. There is also a castle tour, Expo
and Race Registration visits, Challenge Roth Welcome Dinner and Bike
Check-In. We will take you to the swim start, we do a shuttle post-race
back to the hotel and we take you to the Challenge Roth Awards brunch
on Monday (5 and 7 night tours).

SWIM COURSE ORIENTATION
You will get a detailed look at the swim course plus a chance to swim in
the canal where the action takes place. Canal is closed until Friday.

BIKE/RUN COURSE ORIENTATION
Bike/run course orientation – we drive the bike course with you (one lap)
highlighting the key points.

EXCLUSIVE RACE WEEK REGISTRATION
No waiting in long lines and exclusive access to the merchandise before
other athletes arrive.

BIKE TRANSPORT
Don’t worry about your bike. We collect your bike and kit bags for you
after your race, saving time and effort so you can enjoy the fireworks and
entertainment at the finish.

EXCLUSIVE TO CHALLENGE
ROTH TOUR MEMBERS!
Retrieval of your bike and 2 gear bags
after the race and secure transport of
your gear back to your hotel.

SO YOU CAN RECOVER!

CHALLENGE ROTH FAN TOUR
As part of the tour package spectators will be
automatically included in the Challenge Roth
Race Day Fan Tour which includes a VIP
viewing area for the swim, race day bus to
parts of the course, VIP seating at the finish
area, light refreshments and drinks
throughout the day.

EXPERIENCE IS
EVERYTHING

4, 5 & 7 NIGHT TOUR PACKAGES
OPTIONS TO SUIT YOU
We have access to a range of accommodation options
conveniently located in or nearby to Roth during your 4, 5 or 7
night tour.
Our hotels are in Nuremberg and in Roth.

ARVENA PARKHOTEL,
NUREMBERG 4, 5, 7 nights
This is a first class hotel in the south of Nuremberg with
beautiful accommodation, restaurant and conference
facilities. This is the ideal starting point for your
Nuremberg/Challenge Roth experience.
An underground train/tube station is next to the hotel for a
quick trip into Nuremberg town. A large shopping centre is
just 400m away with banks, supermarket, restaurants,
pharmacy and medical facilities. A 50m pool is 1.2km from the
hotel. The Arvena is a brilliant base for Challenge Roth.

RAMADA PARKHOTEL,
NUREMBERG 5, 7 nights
Our Superior hotel situated in the beautiful park area of
Nuremberg with excellent accommodation, restaurant and
conference facilities.
This is the ideal training base for your Challenge Roth
experience and is close to Nuremberg city centre.
The hotel is located at just 1km from a large shopping centre
with banks, supermarket, restaurants, pharmacy and medical
facilities. A 50m pool is 1.2km from the hotel.

DORMERO HOTEL, ROTH 7 nights
Our superior hotel situated right in the beautiful town of Roth
with excellent accommodation and facilities. This is the ideal
location for your Challenge Roth experience.
This premium accommodation is part of our gold package and
includes extra items such as pool entry in Roth, access to
massage and a bike mechanic.

BOOK HERE NOW or
Simply chat to our friendly team who can provide additional
information and recommend the best accommodation
choice for you. Call (0044)(0)1617038161 or email
sales@sportstoursinternational.co.uk

WE CAN CATER FOR LARGE
GROUPS AND CLUBS!
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